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Introducing an exciting new experience!
All Ability Cycles offer children and adults who have a physical or
learning disability or have impaired balance the chance to fully
participate in the fun and freedom of cycling.
Inclusive bikes, hand cycles and RaceRunners are available for hire.
Booking is essential as bikes are limited. Cycles are booked for 1 hour
slots, including 15 minutes set up time.
The All Ability Cycles are available to hire for individual and group
bookings as well as events.
For more information on hiring All Ability Cycles or to find out about
Disability Sports in East Ayrshire please contact
Sports Development Officer – 01563 576351.
Email: neighbourhoodactivities@east-ayrshire.gov.uk
The AAA take the bookings:
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Balanz Bikes

9

Race Running Bikes

01563 555226/7
aaarena@east-ayrshire.gov.uk
Other activities on offer can be found by visiting:

www.eac.eu/thebuzz
www.eac.eu/aaa

How to Book
Phone: 01563 576705 or 01563 555226
Email: AAarena@east-ayrshire.gov.uk
Web: www.eac.eu/aaa
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The bike is carefully balanced in
order to make steering and
pedalling as easy as possible.
The wheelchair unit can be
disconnected from the drive unit
for use as an independant
wheelchair.
The seat unit can be adapted to
allow children of all ages to ride.
The bike has seven forward gears
and one reverse gear for added
manoeuvrability.
This wheelchair bike enables those
with limited mobility or profound
learning disabilities to participate
in cycling. It has a unique steering
system that increases stability
through corners and prevents the
front wheels from lifting while
turning.

wheelchair bikes

Draisin Plus

User Specification
Length (cm)

215

Width (cm)

75

Height (cm)

140

Inside Leg (cm)

45-90

User weight (kg)

175
combined

Item weight (kg)

55
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side by side bikes

Twister
The bike is equipped with two
telescopic handlebars which can
be retracted when the riders are
mounting or dismounting the
tricycle. The seat, depth and
position can be adjusted
accomodating a range of different
user sizes.
This bike is designed to enable its
riders to cycle side by side. It has a
low centre of gravity and offers a
relaxed sitting position. Whilst both
riders can fully participate in
pedalling and steering, the bike
can also be quickly adjusted so
that one rider can opt out of
pedalling and become a passenger.
This is ideal for riders with special
needs, enabling them to enjoy the
outdoors whilst conversing with
their friends and/or carers.

User Specification
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Length (cm)

225

Width (cm)

120

Height (cm)

115

Inside Leg (cm)

40-100

User weight (kg)

200
combined

Item weight (kg)

84

The saddles and the handlebars of
the bike can be adjusted. An
optional wheelchair bracket can be
attached to the rear of the frame for
transporting a wheelchair.
This bike provides a more stable
tandem riding experience and is
suitable for people of all abilities
who want to cycle together. This
bike allows either or both riders to
participate in steering and
pedalling. It allows the rider at the
rear to control the bike
independently, whilst allowing the
front rider to develop their
pedalling technique and grow in
confidence.

tandems

Duo

User Specification
Length (cm)

230

Width (cm)

75

Height (cm)

95

Inside Leg (cm)

35-90

User weight (kg)

175
combined

Item weight (kg)

53
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tricycles

Relaxino
These tricycles are designed to be
stable and manoeuvred intuitively.
They are steered by means of two
handles or can be adapted to allow
steering via the upper body or
thighs. Their low centre of gravity
safeguards against overturning and
enhances handling.
These bikes are equally suited for
able bodies and those who have
limited function or restricted
movement alike. These are also
suitable for riders who have
Cerebral Palsy, Multiple Sclerosis
and people with balance
impairment or for amputees.

User Specification
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Length (cm)

215

Width (cm)

73

Height (cm)

100

Inside Leg (cm)

50-100

User weight (kg)

175
combined

Item weight (kg)

42

The trike bikes are stable and
rugged with a low access threshold
and a low centre of gravity. They
are easy to steer and maintain
their course when braking, making
the trike a popular choice for users
of all ages.

trikes

Eclipse

User Specification
Length (cm)

133

Width (cm)

69

Height (cm)

95

Inside Leg (cm)

45-90

User weight (kg)

175
combined

Item weight (kg)

36
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recumbents

Balanz
The Balanz Bike is a trike for
young, and old, who want to have
fun and exercise. Riding the bike is
a unique experience - you are
closer to the ground, the bike is
manoeuverable and fast. It uses
body steering which gives a great
cardio workout.

User Specification
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Length (cm)

130-140

Width (cm)

80

Height (cm)

59

Inside Leg (cm)

50-100

User weight (kg)

100

Item weight (kg)

30

The Race Runner is designed for
those who have disabilities which
affect mobility, balance and
coordination. Itʼs lightweight frame
has very low rolling resistance, so
very little effort is required to
propel it. Even those who use a
powerchair can use the bike.
Running on a Race Runner is a
very effective way of improving
overall fitness, muscle tone and
strength, as well as bringing
benefits to the nervous and
metabolic system.

race runner

Race Runner

User Specification
Length (cm)

156

Width (cm)

78

Height (cm)

160

User weight (kg)

65
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